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Abstract. The purpose of this research is taking the teachers’ opinions about the re-prepared secondary school (5, 6, 7 and 8 grades) mathematics program with gradually changing education system in 2013-2014 academic year. The universe of research is secondary school mathematics teachers working in Mersin province, and the sample of research contains 149 teachers working in city center, districts and villages and all agree to participate on a voluntary basis to the research.

The scale of the research containing 5 factors (General features, activity, and applications of mathematics course, new education system, and textbook) with 28 questions has been developed by the researchers and the Cronbach Alfa rate of the scale is 0.886. For the analysis of the data, descriptive statistics, t-test and one-way ANOVA have been used.

As a result of the research, while the subdimension of achievement and content has come out at middle level, and also the applications of mathematics course has come out at medium level, the teaching period has been at good level but course books and education system has been at low level. It has been indicated that course books are not enough and the opinions of teachers hasn’t been considered in research’s renewing stage. Some has mentioned that the subjects has become simple regarding the omitted ones from curriculum while some mentioned that the curriculum has been completely cleared. Besides, it has also been mentioned that the curriculum has been able to be taught at fundamental level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In our world maintaining to change continuously from past to present countries have tried to keep up with this change. They are still placing great emphasize on education in order to succeed it. Because reaching the way of the target indicated by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk as “Reach and pass the level of contemporary civilization” is provided with the education. The education programs and curriculums prepared for our today’s conditions need to be improved most effectively and the programs related to all of the courses need to be structured regarding this purpose so that this education system can be performed and the individuals can succeed to get necessary knowledge and skills (Karagöz, 2010; Olkun and Toluk, 2007). Our world has been in a complicated and quantitative status with the last technologic improvements; therefore, mathematical thinking has been more important and the need of teaching
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mathematics has increased (Willoughby, 1990). In this period, mathematics as a course has a great importance and our world’s need of people understanding and interpreting the course, likely arises. As for considering either TEOG exam applied in our country or TIMMS and PISA exams applied in international area, we see which level we are at in terms of mathematics. So, it has been a must to change the education system and mathematics programs regarding these results. Because the education programs should follow the improvements all the time depending on the ones in science and technology. Besides, the teaching ones should also change according to time and conditions (Kemertaş, 1999). With these changes, redefining and reviewing of mathematics and it’s education in accordance with the identified needs need to be performed (MEB, 2005). The reason of the aforesaid is that mathematics has always been the supporter of the forward but it hasn’t been able to exceed the traditional status without it (Savaş and others, 2006).

Considering these reasons, mathematics programs regarding 5., 6., 7., 8. grades of secondary school was renewed gradually in 2013-2014 school year in accordance with the decision dated 01.02.2013 prepared by the Ministry of National Education, the Board of Education and Discipline. This research has also been for analyzing teacher’s opinions concerning the renewed mathematics program.

Consequently, this research has tried to seek answers for the question of “What are the opinions of secondary school mathematics teacher about the reprepared mathematics program with 4+4+4 education system?” and the following subproblems.

2. Subproblems

1. How do the Secondary school mathematics teachers think about 4+4+4 education system, it’s achievement and teaching period degree, the course of mathematical applications and the course books?

2. Is there a significant difference between the opinions of secondary school mathematics teachers about sex, seniority, place of duty, whether they take seminar or not, and whether the school buildings are the same or not when considered the program’s general and subdimensions (System, achievement, teaching period, mathematical applications, and course books)?

3. How do the mathematics teachers think about the omission of some subjects from the curriculum of secondary school mathematics program reprepared with 4+4+4 education system?

3. Method

In this study, the survey research design has been used. Survey models are the approaches aiming to describe the situations as either it is in the past or it is still continued (Karasar, 1995). Also, the study deals with that the different groups are compared in terms of some variables thereby performing a relational research. The data collection tool is a kind of likert scale developed by a researcher and the rate of Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient has obtained as 0,886. The scale has 5 factors and contains 28 articles.

4. Findings and Results

According to findings obtained from the first subproblem of the research regarding the question “How do the teachers think about 4+4+4 education system,
achievement dimension, teaching methods and techniques’ dimension, the course of mathematical applications and course books?”, teachers have positively reacted 4+4+4 education system’s being compulsory and gradual with the arithmetic mean 2.62 in middle level. According to teachers’ opinions related with the research of Aybek ve Aslan (2015), teachers have positively reacted the 12 years and discontinuous education regarding 4+4+4 discontinuous compulsory education. In 4 interviews of 6, they have positively reacted the 12 years compulsory education in the study of Doğan, Demir ve Pınar (2014). But teachers have negatively reacted to the article “5 grades have been accepted as secondary school” with arithmetic mean 3.32 in middle level in terms of mathematics teaching. Teachers have expressed opinions to the article “The opinions of teachers working in the field have been received while passing to system” with the arithmetic mean 1.85 in weak level. Considering the general of the articles related with the system, they have expressed opinion with the arithmetic mean in weak level.

According to opinions obtained from the research regarding the achievements of the program, suitability has been identified in middle level that the achievement to the mental development is has arithmetic mean 3.24; the achievement to multidirectional thinking has arithmetic mean 2.98; the achievement to their readiness level has arithmetic mean 3.16. The study of Mercan (2011) done for the article about readiness in the past years has the quality to support. Also, the achievement associated with daily life has arithmetic mean 3.20; it’s suitability to Turkish National Education and the general features of mathematics education has arithmetic mean 3.32 in middle level. The ordering of subject from concrete to abstract has arithmetic mean 3.42 in good level. The program organized from simple to complicated and it’s having cyclical structure has arithmetic mean 3.53 in good level. Teachers have expressed opinions that the article “the subject in the program’s content is appropriate for the cognitive development of students” has arithmetic mean 3.26; the article “the achievement of the program are clearly understandable and applicable” has arithmetic mean 3.40; the article “the program have had the students like the mathematics course” has arithmetic mean 2.71 in middle level. The results obtained also from the same studies have quality to support the study (Mercan, 2011; Karagöz 2010; Iyiol 2011).

In this research, the findings regarding the teaching period have been obtained are the followings: Teachers have expressed opinions in good level to the articles “Students are participating actively in course with the help of my applied activities” with arithmetic mean 3.54; “I am applying learning activities for increasing problems solving skills of students” with arithmetic mean 3.76; “I am benefiting from materials effectively while using learning methods” with arithmetic mean 3.50; “Learning and teaching activities I am using have quality to like mathematics” with arithmetic mean 3.69; “Teaching methods and techniques I am using addresses varied intelligence areas” with arithmetic mean 3.49; “Activities I am getting to be performed are at level which students can apply” with arithmetic mean 3.93; “I am trying to increase the interaction between students in learning and teaching period” with arithmetic mean 3.93.

When looked at the opinions of teachers about the mathematical applications course, the rate of arithmetic mean has come out at 3.17 with middle level regarding the article “Mathematics course has been more funny with the mathematical
applications”. Another article “I am using the mathematical applications most appropriately” has come out at arithmetic mean 3.20 and the other article “The expectations of both mathematical applications and parents are coincided” has come out at arithmetic mean 2.65 in middle level. The information missing of parents about elected courses and the sufficient information can’t be transferred are the problems come across by the teachers that have been identified also in the study of Aslan ve Aybek (2015).

When looked at the opinions of the research regarding the course books, our teachers has expressed opinions to the article “no assistant source are needed as course books are enough for learning-teaching period” in weak level with the arithmetic mean 1.60. They have expressed opinions with arithmetic mean 1.97 to the article “The teaching style of course in course books is sufficiently clear”, 1.90 to the article “The exercises developing operation capabilities are sufficiently included in books” in weak level. Teachers has also mentioned in the research of Mutu (2008) done about the same subject in the past years that the content of 6. and 7. grade books is totally weak and the subject ordering is inconsistent; so they need assistant books because of this, and the sample questions are missing.

When looked at the answers to open ended questions we have asked regarding the omissions of some subjects, some teacher look positively at program’s becoming simple but others has a number of concerns about that. They have considered that the subjects fully omitted will cause problems in high school and next education life, and they have defended that these subjects should be mentioned even a little. Furthermore, the positive contribution of the subjects for the students to understand and focus on other subjects is their another opinion and they have also considered that it has a positive impact in terms of time because of the mathematics course’s heavy subjects.
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